
Flounder spin - put fish shape on record player, hold marker so it writes as fish 
spins around.

Seafood Snack - Hot dog octopus - cut a hotdog about 3/4 way up into 8 
sections - drop it into boiling water and the legs curl up like an octopus.  Serve 
with goldfish crackers and seaweed juice (green Hi-C)

Ocean estimation - guess how many plastic animals

Sailboat races - fold paper into sailboats, blow on them to race in shallow tub

Envelope sharks - seal long envelope, cut one end into inverted triangle, cut 
other side off to slip hand inside.  Add details to look like a shark.

Bubble fish - Put a short straw into a margarine dish containing soap, water and 
blue paint, child blows bubbles - set paper on top of bubbles to make a print, 
cut out fish shape.

Melted Octopus - use a warming tray, set a clipart octopus picture on tray, 
slowly color with peeled crayons that will melt.

Sink the ships - Use metal washers, set them into plastic boats, see which sinks 
first - use recording sheet.

Silly sentences - use sight words and clipart pictures to make sentences

Pirate hats - trace and cut out black pirate hats

Shell weighing - use balance scales

Fish measuring - cut out a fish, use it to find something the same size, smaller 
and larger

Trout Top It - Top it is a number card game like War from Everyday Math.  I 
just put numbers on fish shapes to play it.



Sandy Beaches - Cut fish shape out of black construction paper.  Use glue and 
colored sand (just add food coloring to regular sand) to make designs.

Go Fish - Magnet on string fastened to a dowel, try to catch paper fish with a 
paper clip attached

Priates’ Cove - large motor play area -  tunnel, balance boards, etc.

Ocean Animal Alphabet - lower case letters on ocean shapes - to put in 
alphabetical order

Walk the Plank - balance beam activities


